2 Days

TRAINING WORKSHOP

Industrial policy in South Africa
14 & 15 August 2019

AIMS

APPROACH

The training programme will acquaint participants with
the underlying logic of industrial policy; the pros and
cons of available measures and policy instruments; and
methods for engaging business, labour and communities
as key stakeholders in economic policy. It will take a
practical, hands-on approach based principally on
analysis of South African experiences and evidence.

The workshop will combine formal inputs and readings
with interactive sessions that draw on the experience
and interests of participants. In order to gain practical
learnings for policy making and implementation, the
workshop will include group work on participants’
experiences in developing and implementing industrialpolicy measures.

The workshop will address the following issues:

The workshops will be facilitated by Dr Neva Makgetla
of TIPS. Neva has extensive experience in economic
policy development both inside and outside of
government. She has also led a number of major research
projects on the South African economy.








The aims of industrial policy in South Africa;
International perspectives, experiences and
debates on industrial policy;
Using value chain analysis to develop sector
strategies;
Core policy instruments and measures;
The role and modalities of stakeholder
engagement;
Managing risk in industrial policy.

If you are interested in attending this workshop
please contact:

Workshop fees R6,000 (VAT incl) per
participant.
Venue: TIPS Offices, 234 Lange Street, Nieuw
Muckleneuk, PTA

Rozale Sewduth
Trade & Industrial Policy Strategies (TIPS)
(Rozale@tips.org.za)
(012) 433 9340

Note: The offering of the workshop is dependent on attracting a minimum number of 10 students by the time of
the payment closing date while the maximum number of students is 20. Note that TIPS will not make refunds after
the payment due date unless the workshop is cancelled. TIPS’s invoice documentation (tax clearance, bank
clearance, etc) will only be sent on request by registered post. It is therefore important to make sure that TIPS is on
your organisation’s list of preferred suppliers and to factor-in sufficient time for these processes
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